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Tools to characterize department (major) 
demographics & dynamics

Tableaux
https://public.tableau.com/profile/university.of.colorado.boulder.ir#!/vizhome/

all_years_gr_ug/UGStudents

https://public.tableau.com/profile/university.of.colorado.boulder.ir#!/vizhome/all_years_gr_ug/UGStudents


Natives, immigrants & refugees

EBIOMCDB

GO HTML: http://virtuallaboratory.colorado.edu/student-flow-graphics.htm

http://virtuallaboratory.colorado.edu/student-flow-graphics.htm


From Andy Martin - The solid line represents the expected for normally-distributed data; in MCDB there 
is a larger than expected spike at 8 semesters (four years) suggesting that the major is well structured 
and students that stay in the major get out when expected.



The figure is the % of students leaving a major after 
a particular semester. Each point is a different 

cohort.
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Tools to characterize department (major) 
demographics & dynamics

Tableaux

Natives, immigrants & refugees

Monitoring (student learning) outcomes

Are course learning goals  
reflected in exam questions?



The 3D-LAP



3D-LAP provides criteria for each 
dimension

Developing and Using Models 
  
Student is given or asked to construct a mathematical, graphical, 
computational, symbolic, or pictorial representation and use it to 
explain or predict an event, observation, or phenomenon. 

1. Question gives an event, observation, or phenomenon for the 
student to explain or make a prediction about. 

2. Question gives a representation or asks student to construct a 
representation. 

3. Question asks student to explain or make a prediction about the 
event, observation, or phenomenon. 

4. Question asks student to provide the reasoning that links the 
representation to their explanation or prediction. 
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Is there a correlation between 3D-learning and active 
learning? from Cooper et al - 2018 - MSU AAU group



New campus wide STEM ED certificate: 
Jeff Writer & Julie Andrews 


